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Abstract

The temperature of human body is indicative of critical medical information concerning the whole body.
Abnormal rise in total and regional body temperature is a natural symptom in diagnosing many types of
diseases. Thermal imaging (Thermography) utilizes infrared beams, which are fast, non-invasive, and
non-contact. Generally, the output images by this technique are flexible and useful to monitor the
temperature of the human body. The purpose of this study is to determine the diagnostic value of the
breast tissue diseases by the help of thermography.
In this paper, we used the non-contact infrared camera INFREC R500 for evaluating the capabilities of
thermography. This study was conducted on 60 patients suspected of breast tissue disease, which were
referred to Imam Khomeini Imaging Center. The overall information was obtained from multiple
sources including a predefined medical questionnaire, the performed clinical examinations, diagnostic
results obtained from ultrasound images, clinical biopsies and thermography. All of these inputs were
analyzed by the respective experts of breast cancer. Medical analysis indicated that the use of
Thermography as well as the asymmetry technique is useful in identifying hypo echoic and cystic
masses. It should be noted that the patient should not suffer from breast discharge.
The Accuracy of the asymmetry identification technique for identifying hypo echoic and cystic masses is
91/89% and 92/30%.In the same manner, the accuracy of identifying the exact location is 61/53% and
75%. This method is also effective in identifying heterogeneous, fibro-adenoma, and Intra-ductal
masses. But it is unable to identify Iso-echo and calcified mass.
According to the results of the investigation, Thermography is useful in the initial screening and
supplementation of diagnostic procedures due to its safety (its non-ionizing radiation property which
acts as everyday immersed heat), low cost and the exact recognition of diseases of the breast tissue.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is common in women and it is one of the leading
causes of cancer death in women all over the world [1]. The
most comprehensive statistical data on the prevalence of this
disease has been established by the Center of diseases Control
and Prevention. This data shows a dramatic increase in breast
cancer during the last 50 years in the United States and after 30
years, a sudden increase occur in the rate of breast cancer, in
addition to the short steady state that occurs between the ages
of 45 and 50 years [2]. Furthermore, the World Health
Organization (WHO) has estimated that in 2030, the rate of
cancer in the world will get to 27 million people [3]. The most
common type of cancer in women is breast cancer, and the

second or the third and most common malignancy is in the
developing countries [4]. There are several diagnostic methods
for the detection of breast cancer. Early diagnosis is important
for successful treatment. Due to the direct relationship between
the delay of the early detection of the cancer and death
resulting from it, the method that has characteristics such as
being available, reliable and non-invasive is of great
importance. Therefore, use of additional diagnostic techniques
such as thermography can be of great benefit for patients [5].
Abnormal thermal patterns can be detected easily by thermal
imaging. Generally, the findings of temperature measurement
in comparison with other clinical findings are considered as a
possible way to evaluate correlation. Although it is non-
specific method, sometimes it depends on the severity the
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background and the surrounding environment, but there are
several reasons that have led thermal imaging achieve wide
acceptance in the medical community. First of all, thermal
imaging is a remote, non-contact and non-invasive method
[6].The Imaging Time is very limited; therefore it is possible to
monitor a large area from population simultaneously. Rendition
of the Thermogram colors is easy and fast. Additionally, this
method can record only natural radiation from the surface of
the skin. And there is not any evidence from harmful rays.
Therefore, it is suitable for a long term and repeated
use.Finally; thermal imaging is a real-time method, which can
monitor dynamic changes of temperature. The Radiation
Potential for human dark skin is more or less equal to the
constant value of 0.01 + 0.98 between wavelength 2 and 14
micrometers [7]. Therefore, in this area of wavelength, human
skin acts as a black physical body, and due to its high
absorption coefficient of 2/5 to 1/3mm at wavelengths between
2/2 and 5 micrometers, thermal radiation results from the outer
surface of the skin [8]. Asymmetry Techniques are among the
basic principles and methods for analyzing thermal images.
Authors in [4] suggested that they used from an approach
based on image segmentation by adopting image processing
techniques such as Hough transform for the analysis of
asymmetry. Analysis of asymmetry was based on the changes
of temperature, skewness and kurtosis. Recently, according to
the conducted studies in other countries it has been shown that
Thermography imaging system gives the correct answer in the
diagnosis of health or disease, by taking appropriate diagnostic
and correct answers. And it would be appropriate office along
with other methods as a complement approach [9-11].Studies
based on existing technologies can be analyzed in both pre and
post-2005. In the years before 2005, the 5 study, reported the
accuracy of thermography as a diagnostic method in 9887
Lady with signs, symptoms or abnormal mammogram [12-16].
Average median or average age was 51 years during the study.
The average age of the patients were 51 years old in this study.
Diagnostic studies have been carried out before the screening
time. The average rate qualities of these studies were mainly
poor or fair. The main factor that reduces the quality of
thermography in comparison to other methods is the lack of
specialized knowledge required for perceiving the results of
thermography and by other methods we mean CBE,
mammography and biopsy. The average sensitivity of
thermography itself in five previous diagnostic studies (ref?
1-5?) was 59% (range 25-97). When weak cases with less than
the poor quality rate were deleted the average sensitivity
decrease to 31% (range 25-47%) [12,17]. The highest
sensitivity (95% and 97%) [14,15] was obtained in the test that
patients with suspicious mammograms had been chosen. In
these studies, the two term specificity/sensitivity exploited that
when the sensitivity of the thermography is remarkably high
(unlike most of the articles and unlike the estimated average)
the specificity is very low (12% and 14%) [14,15]. These
statistics indicate that thermography even in clinical trials with
large sample sizes, has limited ability to discriminate between
cancer and existence of changes. The five diagnostic Articles
also report results for CBE in direct comparison with
thermography, the mean sensitivity of CBE was 61% (range

51-86) [17-21]. In three of these five articles CBE is more
sensitive than thermography [17,19,21]. Two papers reported
Thermography sensitivity based on Tumors size [19,22]. These
results have shown less sensitivity in tumor T1 (26-37%)
compared with large tumors T2-4(over 82%). The average
positive- false rate of thermography in diagnostic was 29%
(range 8-86%). The average positive- false rate in both
screening methods (average 31%) and diagnostic procedures
(29%) in averages indicate that thermography will have a
positive- false rate of about one times in every 3 patient.
According to the approach and ability of Thermography, it can
be used in to assess the effect of hormone receptor status (both
estrogen and progesterone) in breast cancer [23]. This study
has been done with the cooperation of 75 women with a mean
age of 64 years, which had advanced breast cancer proven
through biopsy. The output thermography results have been
evaluated by the system, and the maximum, minimum and
temperature deviation of the tumor areas have been detected.
Also the all affected breast with tumor, healthy breast and
breast with tumor regions have been identified. Thermography
findings were compared with various status of the hormone
receptor. Studies on hormone receptors showed the same
results as thermography; the cancer tissue has a higher
temperature than the healthy tissue. The study also
demonstrated that among patients with different hormonal
receptor status (positive or negative receptors), there is no
significant statistical difference. However, these studies have
shown that negative hormone receptor tumors are warmer
tumors, show more invasive behavior, lose control of the
endocrine glands and have a shorter life. Tumors with positive
hormone receptor are cooler and show less invasive behavior.
This information was not perceivable by thermography. Based
on this study from all the patients having advanced breast
cancer, 77% had positive receptor and 23% had negative
receptor of estrogen. Also 60% had positive receptor and 40%
had negative receptor of progesterone. By offering new models
of thermal cameras and the use of modern technology, the
accuracy in identification of tumors has increased the aid for
diagnosis. Such as the three-dimensional thermal imaging
method that has been evaluated in [24] where the obtained
values of sensitivity and specificity in this article are 90.9%
and 72.5%. In the experiment performed on 92 patients
suffering from cancer, Biopsy testing was implemented and the
obtained Value of sensitivity was 97% [14]. In a survey
conducted in 2010, which was performed on 50 patients, the
value of sensitivity was 78% and value of specificity was 75%
[13]. In a study conducted on 49 patients with cancer, the value
of sensitivity was 97%, and the value of specificity was 99%.
The results of this study show that breast cancer screening by
means of thermography is a very useful tool [25].
Notwithstanding the relative achievement of mammography,
there is a need for ongoing research to increase the sensitivity
of breast cancer recognition, especially younger women. Albeit
mammography is currently considered to be the “gold
standard” technology for the diagnosis of breast tumors the
performance of this approach is less in younger women relates
the hardness of imaging compact breast tissue and film
interpretation. The main objective of the present study is to
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determine the usability and functionality of thermography
system to identify some of the breast tissue disease compared
with the ultrasound system.

Results
In this study, after receiving and recording the patient's history,
the results of the clinical examination along with the
ultrasound and biopsy stereotypes and images of thermograph
were examined separately by the respective specialists. After
recording the results, by considering the clinical signs, the
capabilities of thermography techniques were compared in
identifying whether the case was healthy or not. In general, 60
patients were studied, the mean age of which was 44/9 years,
the youngest one was 21 years old and the oldest was 73.
According to the conducted calculations, the standard deviation
is 11.56 and Lconf and uoconf are equal to -0.2011 and 0.2011
respectively. As shown in Figure 1, after thermal imaging, the
breast areas are initially separated symmetrically from left and
right.

Figure 1. Analysis of thermal asymmetry in two thermal images with
cancerous masses in the breast.

Then, the maximum and minimum and the average
temperature are evaluated in these two areas. If the result
doesn’t show significant difference, it is indicative of a non
mass in the breast area (thermal symmetry). As shown in figure
1, the difference of one to two degrees Celsius is obvious
between the left and right breast area. Moments can be used for
further evaluation. Components of Intensity image are directly
related to the distribution of thermal energy in the
neighborhood. Image intensity histogram describes the image
composition. Moment of histogram provides statistical
information about the image texture. Four aspects: including
average, variance, Skewness, and kurtosis are calculated. They
are computed based on the following equation:

���� = 1�∑� = 1
� �� (1)

In which, pj is the probability density in iteration j in
histogram. N is the total of beans. Two samples of the
moment’s analysis in the thermographic images of the healthy
person and the person with cancerous masse are indicated in
the table 1 as it is clear from the table, the moment difference
in the person suffering of cancer and the existence of
asymmetry in the healthy person is clear.

Table 2 shows the accuracy of the thermography results of the
patients compared with pathology outputs for both Hypo-
echoic and Cystic masses (Figure 2). One of the factors
discussed in this research is the subject of asymmetry in
thermography. If this factor is detected correctly, it will help
the screening and diagnosing of the exact location of the cancer
or diseases related to breast tissue. The existence of these
factors convinced us that there are complications in breast
tissue that must be used in other methods for identifying the
exact type of complication. One of the factors that have been
addressed in this research is the asymmetry in thermography.

Table 1. Statistical results portraying the mean and variance of Skewness and kurtosis on separated areas.

Right breast Left breast right breast Left breast
Moments

(non-cancerous) (non-cancerous) (cancerous) (cancerous)

0.009 0.0011 0.0009 0.0011 Mean

1.6 2.4 2.2 3.06 Variance (10-6)

3.4 3.7 2.2 3.7 Skewness (10-6)

1.2 1.1 0.1 2.1 Kurtosis (10-8)

According to the magnitude of temperature changes all images
were divided in 2 classes; normal (ΔT<1), abnormal
(ΔT>1).Out of the 60 females screened, ΔT<1 was observed
for 9 cases (3 cases had single breast). Out of these 51 subjects
had (ΔT>1). The sensitivity of IR imaging by tumor, age, and

size is shown in table 3. Due to results, it is clear that with
increasing age, cancer detection will be difficult.

The analyzed images can be classified based on their Thermo
biological scores into five main groups: TH1-Normal image
without vascularity (blood vessels), TH2-Normal image with
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vascularity, TH3-Equivocal (questionable, but not abnormal),
TH4-Abnormal TH5-Very abnormal.

Table 4 presents the results of classifying thermal images on 60
patients based on their Thermo biological scores. It is observed

that asymmetry and thermal class are directly related to each
other.

Table 2. The accuracy of the thermography results based on the type of the tumor.

Thermography Diagnosis

Diagnosing the exact location
of the disturbed area

Asymmetry in subjects without
single breast

Asymmetry samples  

 Symptomatic

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Total Percent

24 40 35 58.33 34 56.66 39 65 hypoechoic mass

11 18.33 13 21.66 12 20 14 23.33 Cystic

mass

1 1.66 - - 1 1.66 1 1.66 Heterogeneous mass

1 1.66 - - 1 1.66 1 1.66 fibroadenoma

 1.66 - - 1 1.66 1 1.66 Intraductal masses

1 0 - - 1 1.66 1 1.66 fibro Glandular

0 0 - - 1 1.66 1 1.66 spycoleh masses

0 0 - - 1 0 1 1.66 ISO-echo with cystic

0 0 - - 1 0 1 1.66 Calcified mass

38 63.31 48 79.99 51 84.99 60 99.99 Total

Table 3. Sensitivity of IR imaging by age.

Characteristi
c

Samples Asymmetr
y

Asymmetr
y in
subjects
without
single
breast

Diagnosin
g the
exact
location of
the
disturbed
area

samples

Age <30 8 87% 87% 75%

30-40 14 100% 100% 64%

40-50 17 82% 88% 64%

50+ 21 66% 82% 47%

Table 4. Classifying the subject samples based on symptom types and
their standard Thermo biological scores.

TH5 TH4 TH3 TH2 TH1 Number of
samples

Symptom

33 - 3 2 1 39 Hypoechoic mass

12 - 2 - - 14 Cystic mass

3 - - - - 3
Heterogeneous,

Fibroadenoma,Intraductal
mass

2 - - - - 2 Fibroglandular and
Spiculated mass

- - - - 2 2 ISO echo with cystic and
calcified mass

Figure 2. Presents the thermal images of Hypoechoic, Cystic,
Heterogeneous and Fibro glandular mass symptoms.The thermal
images of: A- Hypoechoic, B-Cystic, C- Heterogeneous and D- Fibro
glandular masses.

Table 5. The statistical result in analyzing thermal asymmetric on
breast.

NPV Accuracy Sensitivity Abnormal T-Score vs. Normal

61.53% 91.89% 85% T ≤ -0.5

The statistical analysis as well as the comparison of the stage
regarding thermal asymmetry has been shown in table 5. The
important point is that the selected cases chosen based on the
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global article, which is the separation of the core and unnatural
edges in the breast tissue it should be among those that suffer
cancer, consequently the analysis of specificity and NPV are
meaningless in this article.

Discussion
Thermography itself does not provide information about the
morphological structures of the breast but it can indicate the
functional temperature data and the overall condition of breast
tissue vessels [26]. The risk of getting breast cancer has tripled
over the bygone half century with respect to modify in way of
life and other factors [27]. Therefore it is essential to detect
breast cancer primary for better administrator ship of this
growing menace. For decades, Medical ultrasound
(Sonography) and mammography have been used as the
screening methods of select [28].

Conclusion
The risk of breast cancer during the past half century has
tripled due to the changes in the people lifestyle and some
other factor [25]. The significance of this study is due to the
fact that there has been no comprehensive review and
comparison done in diagnosing the diseases of breast tissue to
relate thermography and ultrasound. Findings from the study
indicate that thermography has either advantages or
disadvantages in the detection of breast disease. With the
advent of a new generation of infrared detectors, infrared
thermal imaging has become a medical diagnostic tool for
measuring the thermal pattern of abnormal areas. Furthermore,
features of Thermal imaging include Sensitivity to the
temperature, spatial resolution, and no contact, safe. Thermal
images can be stored digitally and then processed by using
various software packages and the researcher obtained a
comprehensive understanding from the thermal model. The
results of this study show that thermography can be used for
the early detection and rapid screening. To complete this
procedure, methods such as ultrasound can be employed. It can
also be considered as a complementary method for ultrasound
procedure.The next point is that asymmetry plays a key role in
the early detection that we can recognize by means of the basic
settings of the camera.Also, Thermography is suitable
compared to the ultrasound diagnosis in detecting the breast
tissue diseases such as cystic masses and hypo echo masses by
adopting asymmetry technique. But this method has some
weaknesses in detecting the exact location of the masse, such
as cystic. However, thermography is weak in the asymmetry
technique and detection of the exact location related to masses
as micro calcification. And important point is that, people who
once suffered from cancer and had the contents of their
infected breast tissue evacuated, the use of asymmetry
techniques would be inefficient in thermography. This study
emphasizes that thermography should not be used for the first
time diagnosis. Considering the progress of this technology
and increasing the patient’s requests for a screening method
with low price and no ionization, thermography as a breast
imaging method can have many potential requests. This

technology needs accurate clinical evaluation and it is likely
that thermography can be a part of breast screening, detecting
and etc. in near future.
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